Long Life Prayer for Rigdzin Longyang Rinpoche

Om swasti siddhi gyalse wangchug sempa che nam duang zhen don mi dor wa
Om swasti siddhi Great hero, almighty bodhisattva, you never give up on helping others.

thugje dro lor jin chen bab phen de chog thar pel dzepa
With compassion, your great blessings rain down upon the minds of beings.
You spread well-being and happiness to the ends of all directions.

trül zhug Rigdzin Lingpa jei gyutrül zö gar trülpai ku
You are the nirmanakaya emanation of the magical dance of the master Trulzhig Rigdzin Lingpa.

Rigdzin Longyang Rang Rig Pai Yeshe Dorje zhabten söl
May the life of Rigdzin Longyang Rang Rigpai Yeshe Dorje, the Primordial Wisdom Vajra of Self-Awareness Vast Expanse Vidyadhara, hold steadfast.

damchö chödyül dzinpai tog drubpa chenpö nyingie shug
Highest holder of the sublime dharma of Chöd, power of a mahasiddha’s compassion,

gagme rangtsal lhündrub long Rigdzin Longyang zhabten söl
spontaneously present expanse of unceasing innate energy, may the life of Rigdzin Longyang hold steadfast.

yингrig zhonne phodrung ü yeshe dorje lugu gyü
In the center of the invincible palace of the expanse and awareness are the vajra chains of primordial wisdom.

drelwai Rigdzin Longyang su zhonne ngowor zhabten söl
In the Rigdzin Longyang, the Vast Expanse of the Vidyadharas, connected to those (vajra chains), may the life of the invincible essence hold steadfast.
detar chömin degü kyi drangpai sölwa tabpai dön
The purpose of praying in this way with unfabricated faith and devotion
yalwar dorwa michi pa gönpo khyöni zhabsen söl
is so that you do not disappear and leave us.
May your life, our protector, hold steadfast.
This aspiration prayer was written so that the great enlightened form of the supreme emanation Rigdzin Longyang Rinpoche will be swiftly healed after experiencing a little discomfort and then dwell in the essence of immortal life forevermore. After being formally asked by the steward of this precious supreme emanation, I, the lowly person that is merely stained with the name Sangye Nyenpa, prayed to the three supreme jewels and composed this prayer.

At the request of Lama Tsültrim Allione during the Dzinpa Rangdröl White Dakini Drubchen at the glorious and magical Tara Mandala in the summer of 2017, Eric Fry-Miller translated this profound prayer which poetically weaves together pure aspirations for longevity, the hidden meanings of Rigdzin Longyang Rinpoche’s names, and the profound key points of the great perfection practices of cutting through (tregchö) and direct crossing (thögal).
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